into general speculation about the Future
of the Republican Party.
First Lady’s Lady: With the Fords at the
White House. Sheila Rabb Weidenfield.
Putnam’s, $10.95. A bitchy-lively account
of life inside the White House by Betty
Ford’s former press secretary. When the
author worked there the man to know at
the White House, a man outsiders never
heard of, was the Keeper of the Perks, Bill
Gully, who was head of the Military
Affairs Office under several presidents.
Weidenfield explains:
“As Commander-in-Chief of the Armed
Forces, the President has at his disposal
the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines.
That means military protection for the
nation, and military perquisites for the
White House. The Navy runs the White
H o u s e Mess, for example, a n d t h e
Presidential yacht, Sequoia. The Air Force
provides a fleet of Presidential planes,
ranging from Jet Stars to large transports,
to Air Force One, to jumbo jet commando
planes. T h e A r m y offers a fleet of
chauffeured limousines, and the ability to
construct anything anytime to help out.
Anything. . . . The Marines offer a fleet of
choppers. Thus, everything from mess
privileges to the ability to hail a helicopter
comes from the Military Affairs Office.”
The perks still come from the Military
Affairs Office, but it is now overseen by a
civilian, Marty Beamon, who like so many
of his peers, happens to be from Atlanta.
But if Bill Gully has departed, another of
Weidenfeld’s characters, D r . Lukash,
personal physician to the President and his
family, is still there. Lukash may be the
only physician in business who practices
medicine once every two or three weeks.
Apparently he sits around reading and
talking to his friends the rest of the time.
Weidenfeld suggests that reporters may
i n Zambia, J I Ken~
neth Kaunda is up for re-election.
Kaunda’s not quite a shoo-in. Kaunda
does face the requirement that he receives
50 per cent plus one in a Yes/No vote.
The voter can register a Yes by making a n
X next to a picture of an eagle. Last time
out the No symbol was a hyena. This year
the government wanted to change it to a
snake, but the Electoral Commission said
that was going too far, so it’s going to be a
IT’S EI.ECTION Y F A R
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have nailed the wrong man when they got
Peter Bourne. What pills were being
popped by Richard Nixon and Betty Ford,
and who prescribed them?
-Charles Peters

Herbert Hoover: The Public Life. David
Burner. Knopf, $15.95. With the approach
of an induced recession (slight, moderate,
severe-pick
y o u r economist) whose
effects and reverberations may coincide
neatly with the fiftieth commemoration of
the Great Crash, there are no assurances,
with this latest biography of Hoover, of
lessons learned.
The man in the White House comes
from humble, farm origins; he is a selfm a d e , s u c c e s s f u l b u s i n e s s m a n ; his
religious affiliation more than commonly
noted, he is celebrated for his humanitarianism; and he is an engineer, with an
engineer’s stolid faith in organization and
technical competence, a b h o r r i n g t h e
wastefulness of a bloated bureaucracy.
When the economy of the nation is
threatened, he relies, at first adamantly, on
voluntarism, the self-interest that will see
the sense in collective restraint. He looks to
the business community to set its own
house in o r d e r a n d , failing t h a t , t o
Congress for modest, affordable programs
of assistance. But by late 1930, t h e
consensus is that the budget be balanced at
almost any cost.
Two years later, claims our author,
H o o v e r has become a n a d v o c a t e of
monetary expansion, but Congress, the
D e m o c r a t s in t h e f o r e f r o n t , r e m a i n s
adamant on the budget, with recommendations that Hoover “cut to the bone”
federal expenses, and one congressman
advising that the government “cannot go
on expending millions of dollars which it
has not, whether it be for the unemployed,
or for the sick, or for anyone else.”
T h e circumstances of o u r c u r r e n t
economic disarray are unlike those of
1929, all that Hoover feared now being
present in the prospect of government
d o m i n a t i o n of t h e e c o n o m y . T h e
practitioners of the abysmal science, much
less the layman, may not be able to filter
any useful analysis from the upside-down
parallels found in this book. (As W. W.
Kiplinger observed at the time, “The
amazing lesson from this depression is that
no one knows much about the real causes
and effects of anything.”) But what could
be called The Political Education of an
Engineer, as against the rather dully
rendered biographical detail, makes for
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How can we save foreign policy from
becoming
a plaything for the bullies?

American Foreign Policy Since the Cold Watr

By STANLEY HOFFMANN
Professor of Government, Harvard University, and
Chairman of Harvard’s Center for European Studies

What have we learned since World War II?What has
the Cold War taught us? And Henry Kissinger’s
balance-of-power alternative? And detente? Why did
we fail in Vietnam? And where can Carter’s tendency
to keep East-West competition alive lead us? What
kind of world are we facing? What policies should
the U.S. now follow? Where but to disorder, violence, and chaos can any one nation’s policy of
primacy bring the world?
In analyzing and discussing the reasons why the
U.S. must make world order its chief concern and in
describing the main difficulties of doing so, this
fresh, vividly written book calmly and cogently sets
before the reader both general and specific
guidelines for an American foreign policy geared to
world order.
Clear, compelling language that’s jargon-free invites the close attention of nonspecialist and specialist alike. And the author’s brilliant reasoning never
falters as he examines in depth each issue upon
which the world’s future hangs-the management
of the international economy, proliferation of nuclear
and conventional weapons, strategic arms control,
human rights, for example-and makes his explicit
recommendations. 333 pages, $12.50
Partial Table of Contents:
Thirty Years of Foreign Policy: The Burdens of Containment (The Cold Crusade. The Ordeal of Vietnam.) The Course of Dr. Kissinger (A Design and its
Fate. Conditions on Arrival.) The Nightmare of
World Order: A World of Complexity (Changes.
Problems.) An Unmanageable World? (Disorders.
Order?) An American Policy for World Order:
America’s Predicament (No Choice. No Illusions.)
A Process of World Order (Guidelines. Issues.)
Conclusion. Index.

“A sane book, a complex book, an important
book. . . . Not to study it would be irresponsible.. . . An invaluable guide to survival.”
-The New Republic
“A sustained work of analysis and prescription, an effort to suggest what roles the
United States should play in the international
system of the 1980s.. . . Most interesting
and persuasive in its discussion of the harmful effects of attempting to assure primacy.. . . {Professor Hoffmann] has an extraordinary ability to conjure up concrete images and analogies that elucidate difficult
abstract arguments . . . that make his
analysis so rich.”
-The New York Times Book Review
“Penetrating . . . sharp . . . uncommonly
wise in its prescriptions for the future. . . .
Hoffmann’s proposals combine admirably
the scholar’s long view with the immediacy
of an urgent memorandum to the President-and the country.”
-Francis H. Russell, former U.S ambassador to
New Zealand, Ghana, and Tunisia, and charge
d’affaires in Tel h i v , in The Christian Saence
Monitor
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eerie comparison.

-Patricia

Nosher

How to Manage Management. William E.
Perry. Vanguard, $12.50.
IQ, Heritability and Racism. J a m e s
Lawler. International, $12/ $3.95.
James Earl Carter: The Man and the
Myth. Peter Meyer. Sheed, Andrews and
McMeel, $9.95. A clip-file attempt t o
derholish J i m m y C a r t e r , with heavy
emphasis o n Bert Lance a n d t h e
Trilateralists. There are no new facts here,
especially if you’ve read Stephen Brill in
Harper’s, nor much insightful reasoning.
Simply by collecting so many familiar
facts, however, the books does highlight
one of Carter’s least attractive traits-his
‘‘I-am-a-nuclear-physicist” tendency to lie
about petty matters.
Jewish Responses to Nazi Persecution.
Isaiah Trunk. Stein & Day, $15.95.
Looking for America: A Writer’s Odyssey.
Richard Rhodes. Doubleday, $10.95.
Make Up Your Mind! The Seven Building
Blocks to Better Decisions. John D.
Arnold. Amacom, $12.

Many Reasons Why: The American
I n v o l v e m e n t in V i e t n a m . M i c h a e l
Charlton, Anthony Moncrieff. Hill and
Wang, $10.
Natives and Strangers: Ethnic Groups and
t h e B u i l d i n g of A m e r i c a . L e o n a r d
Dinnerstein, Roger L. Nichols, David M .
Reimers. Oxford, $13.95.
Personal Politics. Sara Evans. Knopf,
$8.95.
The Powers That Be: Processes of Ruling
Class Domination in America. G. William
Domhoff. Random House, $10/$3.95.
More of the same from Domhoff-onedimensional, overstated explanations of
how the “ruling class” operates, relying for
“proof” o n too-familiar tales (the
Lockheed loan, the Council on Foreign
Relations), or on footnotes to the author’s
previous works. As in his other books,
Domhoff is clearly on t o something when
he claims that elite groups hold power far
out of proportion to their numbers. But
making that case effectively requires full
fidelity t o the nuances of their power, full
awareness of its varying motives, and a full
rendering of the ways in which it is

“That grasping, bigoted,ungrateful
little rattlesnake!’
This was General Joseph Stilwell’s description of Generalissimo
Chiang Kai-shek during World War ll.Their rancorous disputes,
their failure to work togetherasalliesagainst the Japanese,
were symptomatic of America’s confused-and confusingpolicy toward a beleaguered and divided China. Historian
Michael Schaller’s colorful account of the personalities and
forces, overt and convert, which shaped US.-Chinese relations
during the period from 1938to 1945, shows t
decision-to reject Chinese communist ove
turesof friendship and support the sin
Kuomintang-plunged the US. intoa
tlefor control of Asia that still continu
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